Fine Art and High
Value home insurance
underwritten by Lloyd’s
We specialise in insuring the homes, fine art and
collectibles for high net worth individuals with
international lifestyles. This specific focus allows us
to offer broader cover and a truly personal service.
Whether an apartment in Stockholm, a chalet in
Switzerland or an art collection in Paris – you can
protect all your valuable personal assets with insurance
of the highest international standards.
For us, “who” we insure is as important as “what” we are
insuring. Understanding your needs and requirements
allows us to offer insurance solutions specifically
designed for your personal circumstances. Our aim
is to live up to your expectations when a claim occurs.

Brookfield
Personal service – A tailored insurance solution built around your needs and lifestyle.
Wider cover – All protection provided on an “all risks” and “new for old” basis. This means fewer
exclusions, and all damage repaired or replaced without deduction for age or wear and tear.
No haggling – Individual item values can agreed up front so that there is no discussion when
a claim occurs.
Worldwide cover – Your personal effects, fine art and jewellery are covered outside your home
anywhere in the world, even when in the care of shippers, restorers or auction houses.
Specialist approach – If a listed item is damaged it will not just be repaired – the cover also
automatically includes payment for the loss of market value following repair or restoration.
Simplified administration – A single policy for all your homes, fine art and collectibles across
Europe. No more gaps or overlaps in cover and the convenience of a single yearly review.

“We spent an huge amount of time
and effort renovating our house to its
original condition. It’s great to know
that it will be rebuild to same exacting
standards should a claim occur”.
Owner of a turn-of-the-century villa
outside Stockholm.

“Using a specialist took a lot of worry
away, particularly when I relocated
and had to move some of my collection
to my new home abroad”.
Private art collector in Belgium

“We liked the breadth of cover, but
also the convenience of having all our
homes on a single policy”.
Owner of an apartment in central
Stockholm and a bastide in Provence.
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Claims handling

Your claim will be handled quickly and efficiently, thanks
to the care we take in understanding our clients’ needs
and our specialist’s approach to higher value homes
and fine art.
Where required we use independent specialist claims
professionals to help you quantify a loss and manage
the repair or replacement process.

Our clients

Our policy and custom-made approach is well suited
to individuals who have contents, fine art and other
collectibles in excess of €500,000 or who own homes
in more than one country.

Other products

We also provide high quality insurance for:
•
•
•
•

Classic cars and motorcycles
Museums and exhibitions
Orchestras and musical instruments
Historical archives.

Ask for more information

For more information please speak to your insurance
broker or contact us by telephone on +46 (0)8 463 1064
or by email info@brookfield.se

Claims examples
Water and antique wooden floors

Water from a leaking pipe damaged the antique oak
flooring in the corner of our client’s living room. Repairing
only the damaged section would leave the floor looking
uneven. Our policy therefore covered the cost to renovate
the whole room, restoring the flooring to the same visual
appeal as before the claim.

Lost handbag

In her hurry to arrive on time for a flight, our client forgot
her handbag on the train, losing a laptop, mobile phone
and other personal effects. She was happily surprised to
receive financial compensation from us allowing her to
replace the bag and its contents with identical new items.
Our policy replaces all personal effects on a “new-for-old”
basis, event if lost outside the home, without reduction for
age or the deduction of an excess.

Bad luck at the art auction

Whist transporting his newly-acquired painting home from
the auction-house, our client accidently caused a tear in
the canvas. With our “new acquisitions” cover, the picture
was already insured – despite not having been added to
the policy, and we paid the restoration costs as well as the
resulting loss in market value.

About Brookfield

Brookfield is an independent underwriting agency offering cover for the owners of valuable homes and fine art. We underwrite and administer
insurance on behalf of Hiscox and other Lloyd’s of London insurers. With an A+ “Strong” financial strength rating by both Standard and Poors and
AM Best, and a 300 year history during which no valid claim has ever been left unpaid, Lloyd’s of London provides the peace of mind that your most
valuable private assets are safely protected. For more information on Lloyds please go to www.lloyds.com/lloyds/investor-relations.
Brookfield Underwriting AB is regulated by the Swedish financial supervision authority (www.fi.se) under company registration 556799-5351.
Brookfield Underwriting AB, Engelbrektsgatan 9, 114 32 Stockholm. BK003 11/15.
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